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The landmark New York Times bestselling biography of Richard M. Nixon, a political savant whose gaping
character flaws would drive him from the presidency and forever taint his legacy. A biography of eloquence
and breadth . . . No single volume about Nixon's long and interesting life could be so comprehensive."--
Chicago Tribune One of Time's Top 10 Nonfiction Books of the Year In this revelatory biography, Evan

Thomas delivers a radical, unique portrait of America's thirty-seventh president, Richard Nixon, a
contradictory figure who was both determinedly optimistic and tragically flawed. One of the principal

architects of the modern Republican Party and its "silent majority" of disaffected whites and conservative ex-
Dixiecrats, Nixon was also deemed a liberal in some quarters for his efforts to desegregate Southern schools,
create the Environmental Protection Agency, and end the draft. The son of devout Quakers, Richard Nixon

(not unlike his rival John F.

Richard Nixon. His Tricky Dick persona has come to define his perception. Being Nixon offers a surprising
look at a man capable of great bravery and extraordinary.

Man Divided

Rather than just focusing on Nixons presidency Thomas takes a cradletothegrave approach. Praise for Being
Nixon A biography of eloquence and breadth. Being Nixon should be read by anyone with a more open mind
about the oddest man ever to occupy the Oval Office.Max Boot The Wall Street Journal A fully rounded

portrait carefully pairing each indictment of Nixon with a mitigating perspective. For better or worse argues
author Evan Thomas in this fascinating and impressively researched biography President. Praise for Being
Nixon A biography of eloquence and breadth. Find many great new used options and get the best deals for

https://citylofistudypress.fun/books1?q=Being Nixon: A Man Divided


Being Nixon A Man Divided by Evan Thomas Trade Paper at the best online prices at eBay Free shipping for
many products . A deeply insightful character study as well as a brilliant political biography Being Nixon

offers a surprising look at a man capable of great bravery and extraordinary deviousness a balanced portrait of
a president too often reduced to caricature. First Edition. Read this book using Google Play Books app on

your PC android iOS devices. Free shipping. The Complexity of Being Richard Nixon. This is just one of the.
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